playing a prostitute, as a strategy for charting unequal relations of power. In a spoof on directorial megalomania, John Smith's The Girl Chewing Gum (1976) simply registers activities on a busy London street, but has Smith's voice-over shout out instructions to the traffic and passersby, maniacally "directing" the and what is performative enactment. Both actress and non-actress "break frame" and comment on their "performance." In a transpersonal continuity, one "performer" picks up where the other left off. The manufactured tears or the professional actress (Marilha Pera) turn into real tears when she thinks of her own daughter. Coutinho facilitates the self-fabulation of the characters, a process which Deleuze, in a different context, calls "the becoming of real characters when they begin to fictionalize themselves and thus contribute to the invention of a people" (1985: 195-196) . Within Coutinho's theatrum mundi ("theatre of the world"), the limits of theatre and world, as in Brechts's "everyday theatre of the street," become subject to a provocative destabilization.
The melding of fiction and documentary can generate non-fiction films every bit as suspenseful as the best fiction films. Through a stratagem that might be called sequestering suspense or highjacking Hitchcock, José Padilha's documentary Ônibus 174 turns the real-life highjacking of a Brazilian bus by a homeless street person named Sandro into a sociological thriller. Since Brazilians knew the outcome from the media due to saturation coveragepolice mistakenly killed one of the passengers, and later killed Sandro -the revista brasileira de estudos de cinema e audiovisual | julho-dezembro 2013 ano 2 número 4 film downplays suspense in the conventional sense, exploring instead the human backstories and social implications of the event. What would make a person like Sandro sequester a bus? In a kind of outtake juijitsu, Padilha used Globo Network outtakes -reinvoiced through commentary and supplemented with interviews -to expose the superficiality of Globo's own portrayals.
Repeatedly abused by the police, Sandro, we learn, had been an eyewitness to the police murder of street children in the notorious 1995 Candelária massacre.
Directly addressing the police, he shouts "Look at my face! Take a good look!" and denounces police violence. Sandro becomes the disturbed yet eloquent spokesperson for the victims of the police and the prison system. Rather than merely register events, Ônibus 174 exposes the ideological blinders through which the media usually relay violent incidents. But even more remarkably, the film's narrative structure strongly resembles that of certain Hitchcock films, which proceed via a double temporal movement -a narrative forward zoom combined with a backward dolly, as it were -in that the story simultaneously moves forward in terms of the unfolding events in the sequestered bus and backward, toward the origin of a trauma. Much as Hitchcock traces the origins of Gregory Peck's amnesia in Spellbound, or of Marnie's kleptomania in Marnie, Padilha traces the social origins of Sandro's trauma.
Murderous reenactments
The ever-more audacious mixing of fact and fiction in documentaries becomes especially evident in the realm of reenactment. A number of recent documentaries, such as S-21, The Khmer Rouge Killing Machine, and El Sicario, Room 164 -get murderers to reenact their crimes. Joshua Oppenheimer's The Act of Killing (2013) is especially daring in this sense, in that the director induced mass-killers, in a kind of reenactment as self-indictment, to restage their own murders in their own way. The most powerful and irrefutable indictment, after all, is that which comes not from the prosecutors but from the perpetrators themselves. The protagonist of the film is Anwar Congo, a thug deeply involved in the [1965] [1966] genocide that murdered at least a million people and swept General Suharto into power. As the head of the ano 2 número 4 "Frog Squad," Congo killed roughly a thousand souls with his own hands.
Since the current government traces its origins to that genocide, no one has been jailed for these crimes; in fact, people like Congo have been feted as national heroes, and even applauded, as we see, on popular Indonesian talkshows. Congo had ever y reason to believe that the film would celebrate his "feats" since celebration of such feats formed part of the official narrative.
The death squad members offer a toxic brew of racism (toward the Chinese), machismo (toward women), sadism (toward everyone), phobic anti-communism 7 The film immerses us in Congo's upside-down world of socially sanctioned immorality -extortion is normal, rape is fun, human rights are bad, murder is divine -yet the film shows that we are also tempted to like him.
Nor are enlightened western spectators as separated from his misdeeds as they might like to think. For decades Americans indirectly supported, through their taxes and their compliance, many such "anticommunist" regimes in places like
Chile, Argentina, Viet Nam, South Africa, and Iran, and the still-living architects of those policies are treated reverentially on American TV talk-shows.
Tacit norms of humanity do emerge in subtle ways in the film. When we see peasants reenact the massacres that took place in their own village -6. Oppenheimer had to become a bit of an actor himself by maintaining his composure in the face of the crimes being reenacted. Were his ruse to be discovered, he could easily be expelled from the countr y, while the collaborating technicians -listed in the final credits as "anonymous" -could suffer terrible consequences.
7. Robert Stam expresses his appreciation to Yemane Demissie for his critical insights concerning the film.
ano 2 número 4 rather like the Sioux prodded by Hollywood to reenact the Wounded Knee massacre -they look absolutely terrified even after the director says "cut!"
Certain questions from the (unseen) director, similarly, imply a certain moral standard. Many of the most important cues are non-verbal, however, having to do with the arc of emotion as revealed by the expressive body. Congo's body language and expression seems to move slowly from exuberance to doubt to a certain melancholy, depression, and even nausea. A clear crack in his psychic armor appears when he briefly plays the victim of torture and is thus obliged to imagine a tiny portion of the pain and humiliation suffered by his own victims.
"Do you think those people," he asks Oppenheimer, "felt like I did when I played their role?" Even more dramatic is the near final scene where Congo, in a kind of visceral karma, writhes with a severe case of the dry heaves. It is hard not to read the moment as an instance of failed catharsis, an abortive attempt to purge massive guilt. Without these ephemeral glimpses of doubt and answerability, the film would have been quite simply intolerable, resulting in a kind of triple horror:
the horror of the crimes themselves, the horror in knowing that the criminals were never punished, and the horror of knowing that they felt little remorse. Although one death squad member points out that "history is written by the winners," at least for one moment Oppenheimer has tricked one of the "winners" of history to imagine -however briefly -the feelings of history's "losers." (The film is currently being used by activists in Indonesia, and Oppenheimer plans to make a sequel from the point of view of the victims).
From representation to self-presentation
Paulo Sacramento's feature documentary Prisioneiro das Grades de Ferro (2003) brings up key political/aesthetic issues of voice and representation.
While preparing to make the film, Sacramento realized that his pampered background did not prepare him for the task. To get to know the prison, he offered filmmaking training to both the guards and the prisoners, but since only the latter were interested, they ended up being the co-directors of the film. The production ideals of minimal crew and hand-held equipment make film productions less intimidating by minimizing intrusion into the subjects' 2) the on-screen display of the apparatus and the filmmaking team; 3) aesthetic minimalism (no non-diegetic music, sparing use of montage and voice-over); 4) leisurely duration, sufficient for the subject to be at ease and expose his or her ano 2 número 4
hidden transcripts (proscribed non-official thoughts and feelings) (SCOTT, 1990: 34); 6) no prior scripting to avoid pre-set agendas; 7) single encounters with the filmed subject, without the luxury of "rewriting;" 8) the option for listening as opposed to combative directorial assertions; and 9) the refusal of totalization, an emphasis on singular human subjects traversed by contradictory social forces rather than on individuals as specimens of a pre-existing sociological or ideological category ("the working class," "typical umbanda practitioner). We find a different approach to the indigenous theme in Brazilian filmmaker Sergio Bianchi's deconstructive documentary Mato Eles? (Should I Kill Them, 1983) . The film critiques the usual sentimental approach to the Brazilian Indians, beginning with the title, where the shifter pronoun "I" could refer either to the director or to the Indians -"Should I (the white) kill the Indians?"
Or "Should I (the Indian) kill the whites?" The very formulation mocks white Brazilian sentimentality about "our Indians." The relationship is no longer cordial; rather, it is a struggle to the death. Instead of the customary depiction of the local habitat, interspersed with talking-head interviews and disembodied voice-overs expressing the enlightened humanism of middle-class white filmmakers, Bianchi mocks both the official discourse concerning the Indian and the bourgeois bonne conscience of the denunciation documentary.
As a form of parodic pedagogy, Mato Eles? is structured around a series of apparently whimsical multiple-choice quizzes addressed to the spectator. The
Brechtian call for the active spectator who "renders a verdict" is tinged here with bitter irony. One question reads:
Ver y few Indians remain from the once numerous Xeta tribe. What happened to the others? Choose one of the following: 1) They all intermarried with the white population and are living in the cities; 2) They all died due to infection diseases and litigation concerning land rights; 3) They are all on vacation in Europe; 4) the Xeta never existed, This documentar y is false; 5) All of the above are correct.
Another quiz poses three unpalatable but hardly impossible outcomes: "The extermination of the Indians should be a) immediate; b) slow; c) gradual."
Leaving little space for spectatorial self-satisfaction or false optimism, the quiz confronts the audience with the reality of extermination in a manner than initially provokes laughter yet subsequently elicits reflection and self-doubt.
Mato Eles? mocks the traditional romantic-indianist exaltation of the an act of self-desacralization directed at the power structure, the canonical documentary, and the cineaste himself.
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